STEP 1:

Ask

STEP 2:

Listen
What does an enthusiastic

YES!
sound like?

(

(

Asking for consent
can be fun and sexy:
Do you like this?
Do you want
to try this?

100%

“yes!”

Does this
feel good?
How far do you
want to go?

I’m

h
Oh

totally

!
S
E
Y

up for
that!

No
_
What does

look and sound like?

Can we do
something else instead?
I’m
not sure.

I don’t know.

I liked it last time, but right now

I’m not in the mood.

I like this, but

not that.

NOT NOW

STEP 3:

YES!
If you hear

Stop what you are
doing and respect
their decision.

Continue to ask for
consent with each
sexual activity. Your
partner has the right
to change their mind
any time.

More!

SILENT,
CRYING OR
PUSHING AWAY

If you see or hear

Respect

For more information about
consent, talk to a nurse or
social worker, or visit:

Before and during
every sexual activity

DRUNK,
UNCONSCIOUS
OR ASLEEP

It is your responsibility to
ask your partner for consent
before you start any sexual
activity – kissing, touching,
having sex.

No
_

Ask

Sexual consent is giving and
getting permission before and
during every sexual activity.

HOW TO
GET CONSENT?

Listen

Respect

WWW.IRESPECTMYSELF.CA
KIDSHELPPHONE.CA
(1-800-668-6868)

Age is important

Sexual activity without consent is

sexual violence.

when it comes to consent

When is consent needed?
Any

It is against the law.

SEXUAL VIOLENCE MAY INCLUDE:
Taking and sharing
sexual pictures

Unwanted kissing
or touching
		 Stalking (following)

		 Forced sex (rape)

		 Making sexual comments

		 Any sexual activity with
someone underage

You or your partner:

Under 12

years old

12

or

13

years old

14

or

15

years old

If you’ve experienced
sexual violence, remember

not your fault.

(

it is

16

years old

and older

A person in a

You can get help from:
		 HEALTH CENTRE
		 RCMP
		 MENTAL HEALTH NURSE

NUNAVUTHELPLINE.CA
(1-800-265-3333)
		 KIDSHELPPHONE.CA
(1-800-668-6868)

position of trust,
power and authority –

The law says:

Age

Gender

Sexuality

Cannot consent to sexual
activity with anyone
Can consent to someone
less than 2 years older (not
a person in a position of
trust, power and authority)

You need to get consent
Even if ...
a person is

Can consent to someone
less than 5 years older (not a
person in a position of trust,
power and authority)
Can consent to someone older
(not a person in a position of
trust, power and authority)
Cannot have sexual activity
with anyone under 18

family member, adoptive family,
teacher, religious leader, RCMP
officer, healthcare worker

Just because you can consent,
doesn't mean you have to.

out late
or early

a person’s
clothing is

revealing
or not

a person said YES
to one sexual activity,

no
_

and
to a
different activity
a person

changes
their mind

during sexual
activity

a person is a
friend, common-law,
husband, best friend,
girlfriend, boyfriend,
wife, on-and-off,
stranger, partner,
date

Consent is important for
every
_ situation.
_ person and every

